
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
INTERRUPTION! is a cross-genre performance project that meditates on some of the key issues facing the 
United States today, including voting rights, economic inequality, and racial injustice. Co-created by Rob 
Reddy, Oliver Lake, and Meg Araneo, INTERRUPTION! integrates live musical performance by a fourteen-
piece ensemble with contemporary spoken-word poetry and video projections.

The title and premise of this piece is taken from a sermon that the Rev. Dr. William J. Barber II gave on July 
12, 2015 on the eve of the North Carolina NAACP vs. McCrory hearing in Winston-Salem. The NC NAACP 
along with other plaintiffs filed a complaint challenging the signing of NC’s HB589 into law. A sweeping 
piece of legislation, the law severely restricted access to voting in ways disproportionately impacting 
citizens of color, young people, the elderly, and the poor.

Seeing the extreme changes to North Carolina's voting laws as an opportunistic response by certain state 
legislators to the Supreme Court’s gutting of the Voting Rights Act in 2013, Rev. Dr. Barber took to the 
podium and delivered a potent political call to action. Citing text from the book of Isaiah—"Cry out loud, 
don’t hold back, interrupt the nation"—Barber exhorted the over 10,000 protestors gathered outside the 
state capitol and their allies to engage in what he called "necessary interruption." "The reality is," Rev. 
Barber explained, "the nation needs interruption, particularly when the liturgy or parliamentary procedures 
become a cover up for injustice." Not limiting himself to the immediate issue of voting rights, Barber called 
for the interruption of social systems that perpetuate a spectrum of social injustices from police brutality to 
capital punishment to discrimination against LGBTQ+, Native, and immigrant communities.

INTERRUPTION! is a response to Barber’s challenge. Through Reddy, Lake, and Araneo’s respective 
disciplines of jazz/contemporary music, spoken-word poetry, and theatre, the artists consider how 
performance can interrupt injustices created by social and political hierarchies.

INTERRUPTION!Music by Rob Reddy
Libretto by Oliver Lake
Dramaturgy by Meg Araneo



MEG ARANEO (dramaturg) is a Brooklyn-based theatre artist and scholar. She is 
the current Director of the MA Theater History and Criticism program at Brooklyn 
College. Having completed her BA in political science from Johns Hopkins 
University, she went on to earn an MFA in Acting from Carnegie Mellon University 
and a Ph.D. in Theatre History at the Graduate Center, CUNY. Meg’s performance 
practice is rooted in a tradition of collaborative devising. She has created work 
inspired by such texts as Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus, Strindberg’s The 
Pelican, Kirosowa’s Rashomon, and Büchner’s Woyzeck. She is the co-founder 
and co-artistic director of Citizen Arts and Education. Currently, she is co-
authoring a performance history textbook for theatre makers (Routledge 2019). In 
fall 2017, she will present The Salome Project, a devised performance piece that 
explores the relationship between neuropsychological impairment and the modern 
archetype of the dancing girl. www.megaraneo.com

OLIVER LAKE (librettist/performer) is an American jazz saxophonist, flutist, 
composer, visual artist, and poet. His collaborations include work with the 
Brooklyn Philharmonic, Flux String Quartet, Bjork, Lou Reed, A Tribe Called 
Quest, Mos Def, Me’shell Ndegeocello, Anthony Braxton, James Blood Ulmer, 
William Parker, Vijay Iyer, Reggie Workman, Andrew Cyrille. He is a founder of 
the non-profit Passin’ Thru. He’s published two books of poetry as well as visual 
artwork for exhibitions. Lake’s formative years were with the Black Artists Group. 
He is a co-founder of the World Saxophone Quartet (with David Murray, Julius 
Hemphill, and Hamiet Bluiett). Establishing himself in the "Loft" jazz scene of the 
1970s in NYC, he’s etched a place for himself as one of the elite saxophone 
players and improvisers of recent times. In 2014, Oliver received the Doris Duke 
Artist Award. His commissions include: Library of Congress, Rockefeller 

Foundation, ASCAP, International Association for Jazz Education, Composers Forum, the McKim 
Foundation, and the MAP Fund. He is a recipient of the Guggenheim Fellowship and the Mellon Jazz Living 
Legacy Award at the Kennedy Center in 2006. Oliver’s currently immersed in work such as the Oliver Lake 
Organ Quartet, Oliver Lake Big Band, and Trio 3. www.oliverlake.net

ROB REDDY (composer/conductor) is an American composer and saxophonist. 
Since his emergence on the New York Jazz/New Music scene in the late 1980s, 
he has led and composed for a wide variety of ensembles varying in size and 
instrumentation.  While remaining always contemporary, his innovative 
composing is rooted in the American folk forms (blues, gospel, Appalachian, 
marching band, Jazz). He weaves together the sounds and rhythms of his 
predecessors with those of the present moment to create his own new 
American music. His recordings and working ensembles draw on a pool of 
musicians whose sounds and strengths have become an essential part of 
presenting that music. He has been awarded commissions and grants from 
New York State Council on the Arts, the Jerome Foundation, the Rockefeller 
Foundation, Meet the Composer, the Mary Flagler Cary Charitable Trust, the 
American Music Center, and the MAP Fund amongst others.  In addition to 

INTERRUPTION!, his current projects include "Where's Marilyn?," a piece that delves into his experiences 
growing up in a small town that supported one of the largest state psychiatric facilities for over 100 years, 
and "Tales of Virtue and Vice" a chamber-like Jazz septet. www.robreddy.com
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Click HERE for a video sample of this work-in-progress showing at BRICLab.

*INTERRUPTION! was awarded a 2016 MAP Fund grant, a program primarily supported in part by 
the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation with additional funds from the Andrew W. Mellon 
Foundation, MAP is an affiliate program of Creative Capital.
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